Transform your
newsroom into
a subscription
machine
The world is changing. Every moment your
reader is on Netflix, Amazon or Instagram,
she is not reading your news. In this war
for attention, you have to transform the
newsroom to relevance-first. It’s why speed
is important and you have to take action
today. If you’re not relevant today - people
will forget about you.

|

The war for attention
Today, news companies are at war for attention
with companies across the world, across industries,
from retail to entertainment.
It is a market where the supply of attention is limited
by the number of people on the planet, and the
demand for attention increases exponentially with
even more organizations increasing their offering
consisting of products, video, news, books, blog
posts, social media posts, etc.
And if you don’t fight for attention, everybody will
forget you exist.

Powerful enemies
Every moment somebody is watching Netflix is a
moment she is not shopping, reading news, listening
to Spotify, sharing on Instagram, ... and vice versa.
In the war for attention, every consumer-facing
company is your enemy and some of them are
among the most powerful organizations on earth.
If you are not big, you need to be smart.

A shift from access to relevance
10 years ago, when choice was scarce, it used to
be sufficient to provide choice to deserve consumer
attention. It is not anymore.
Today, consumers are overwhelmed by many
good choices. As a result, they flock to those
companies offering uniquely relevant personalized
recommendations.
10 Years ago, people used to come to you because
you “had a lot of stuff under one roof”. Today, people
come to you if you “recommend the right stuff, right
away”.

Mediahuis is winning
Mediahuis is an international media company with
55+ cross-media brands across Europe.
They have adopted a forward-looking mindset,
resulting in a growth of more than 100% in 5 years.
Also in terms of AI-based personalization, Mediahuis
is taking the lead.

€414 Million
turnover in
2014

Over €1 Billion
turnover in
2019

Up to

110%
more
traffic
from
personalized
emails

Not just personalization

Journey of a reader
Winning the war for attention, equals winning many
loyal subscribers. But, people don’t become loyal
subscribers overnight. Actually, there are four steps
to becoming a loyal subscriber.

Step one is becoming a reader. A reader is everybody
who has read a least one of your articles, including
fly-by readers. However, becoming a reader is not
the same as becoming a loyal subscriber.

Step two is crucial and consists of becoming an
engaged reader. This is a reader who frequently

returns and reads an above average amount of
articles in every session. Readers engage because
your news is relevant to them: you show them what
they are interested in. When fishing for subscribers,
the engaged readers are the fishes you want to go
after.

Step three consists of people actually subscribing.
While it is an important step, subscriptions are not
worth a lot, if churn is high.

Step four consists of those subscribers that do not
churn and remain loyal because they consistently
get relevant news.

Be relevant or be forgotten
If Mediahuis would not have acted to increase
relevance, they would have had:
1. less readers converting to engaged readers
and
2. more subscribers churning faster
In both cases, they would have lost the readers’
attention to the many alternatives out there that
provide better relevance.

Actions on personalizing the paywall work to
increase conversion from engaged readers to
subscribers, but only have a small effect because

they do not increase the number of engaged readers
and have no impact on churn.

Mediahuis creates more than 1000 articles every
day. If they would do nothing, most of those articles
would not find their audience and readers would
stop engaging as they would not find what they are
interested in. By showing every individual reader
exactly those articles he/she is interested in, readers
don’t feel compelled to spend their time elsewhere,
stay longer and come back more often. This is
how Mediahuis is winning the war for attention,
increasing the number of engaged readers and
reducing churn, with high impact relevance.

News is harder than Netflix
News is instant
Most stories become irrelavant in a few hours. You
need to be able to correctly recommend articles
within minutes after publication.

News is local
Regional, national and international news have
different importance. In the past, local news did
not get the attention it deserved because it did not
fit in a one-size fits all approach. WIth AI-based
personalization you can give it the importance it
deserves.

Journalistic responsibility
Media companies take large responsibility for
shaping society. Therefore, allowing AI to have full
control isn’t optimal. The newsroom needs to set
the constraints of what AI can and can’t do, ensuring
diversity of topics and counter-opinions on a subject.

Steering towards complex goals
Mediahuis wanted to do more for their brands by
holistically transforming the reader’s experience.
It’s not about the CTR of one recommendation box,
it’s about making people stay longer and come back
more often.

Aligning dozens of newsrooms
When building relevance across multiple newsrooms
and brands, there a need to serve different audiences
by building on small success stories.

“

Actually it’s all
about creating
the best news
experience, so
readers can find
what they are
looking for on
our sites.
- Pieter De Smet
Business Owner
Product, Mediahuis

Accelerate or be forgotten
Technology by itself is not enough to close the
gap. You need to translate between the 3 actors Business, Newsroom and Technology to get things
moving.
The key is to start with small success stories and
quickly expand on that.

+

3 Months

3 Years

Don’t lose customers while waiting for 3 years

“

The digital transformation has
to happen in the whole company,
across all brands and newsrooms.
As a company, we have to
transform into a relevance-first
company.
- Pieter De Smet
Business Owner
Product, Mediahuis

The AI Arms Race
The most powerful class of weapons in the war for
attention are AI-based recommendation engines.
But a recommendation engine is only powerful if it
provides higher relevance than most other engines.
Therefore, all players are constantly striving to create
better AI, for better recommendations. It’s a real AI
arms race in which not only tech giants like Google,
Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, Spotify, Linkedin but
also academic AI research labs are pushing for the
state-of-the-art. They are all constantly improving,
jumping over each other.
But this is not your ordinary arms race. In this arms
race, the leaders are not guarding all their secrets
with their lives. On the contrary, they are actively
sharing knowledge amongst each other to advance
even faster as a group. In this way, they can rapidly
increase the gap between themselves, the 1 percent,
and the other 99 percent of the world that is not
participating in this cooperation.

7 of the top
10 most
valued
companies
in the world
heavily invest
in relevance
Source - Visualcapitalist.com

Stand on the shoulders of giants
The interesting thing is, this knowledge is shared
mostly through public channels:
• All leaders publish on scientific conferences.
•
Facebook open-sourced its recommendation
engine.
•
Google and Amazon commercialize their
recommendation engine through their cloud
computing platforms
Wouldn’t it be great if you could collect all that
knowledge, know how to find the relevant pieces
for your business, build engines from them and
automatically, test what works best for you and then
exploit that in the war for attention?

conferences, it also contributes to pushing forward
the state of the art.
One level above, Froomle productionizes these
implementations into managed cloud services that
are able to perform in an industrial environment.
Froomle does the same for open source
implementations like that of Facebook.
On top of that, Froomle combines all these
managed recommendation cloud services through
its recommendation engine hub. The hub not only
contains the services built by Froomle, but also
those commercially made available by e.g. Amazon
or Google.

Well, that’s exactly what Froomle does for Mediahuis.
On the basic level, Froomle not only follows
and implements the AI published on scientific

Finally, technology is not enough on its own. That’s
why Froomle also provides a translation layer,
connecting technology, business and the newsroom.

Translate between tech, business & newsroom

Recommendation engine hub

Productionize to managed cloud services
Managed cloud
services
Find, understand, fill-in-the-blanks, implement

Open Source

Readers
visit
Up to

5%
more
articles

Want to know more?
Achieving world-class relevance through profound
understanding and massive experimentation at
Froomle.
koen@froomle.com
+32 3 302 48 90
For more information, please visit:
www.froomle.ai
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